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SPIIV pri'ritts questionable AIbS 
Mike Canada Infectious Diseases (NIAID), the 
with a lot of college kids* many of old data, much of which your 
Staff wnter Centers for Disease Control (CDC) 
"These articles confuse young heterosexuals, they would writer didn't understand..."You 
and the United States Public Health thousands of people, come to me and say9 'I don't have have crossed a line which almost 
Death on college campuses Service, none had even heard of leaving them insecure... to practice safe sex, because it's makes you a threat to public 
could be more common if StU- these new findings. caused by drugs, not HIV. I've health." 
dents believe the articles in a SPIN magazine was also con- and unsure of whom to read SPIN magazine and heard Concerning Duesberg, Delaney 
popular "college" magazine. tacted. Celia Farber, the author of trust. " Duesberg speak.' wrote, "I find his views not only 
The articles, published by the articles, was not available for --Martin Delaney ''It's setting UP a situation where scientifically unsound and rather 
SPIN magazine, quote d0ctors comment. Elizabeth Mitchell, Project Inform people believe that they're im- easy to overcome, but implicitly 
they call, "leading AIDS re- SPIN'S features editor, insisted the or not a risk. It's homfy- racist and homophobic. Were it 
searchers" and present some information could be easily docu- SPIN'S articles were based true, proving the Duesberg argu- 
shocking revelations: the HIV ment& SPIN provided no such mainly on reports by Dr. Peter R o ~ e c t  Inform~ublishedafive- ment wouldbeeasy: thereshould 
test is flawed; AZT, the leading documentation. Duesberg, a molecular biologist Page fact-sheet which gives a be at least tens of thousands of 
drug in AIDS treatment, is use- In continuing efforts to verify at the University of California, Pint-by-Pint  argument against pople, bothgay and straight,com- 
less; HIV does not cause AIDS. SpIN9sreprt,TheChanticleercon- Berkley. He contends that AIDS Duesberg's findings and SPIN'S ing down with AIDS in every 
Perhaps the most shocking tacted Project Inform, a San Fran- is caused by leading a deuimental re~~fiing.Thisfact-sheetwassent major city and who are HIV nega- 
revelation contained in the ar- cisco based AIDS/HIV treatment lifestyle of drug abuse and pro- along with a two page letter to tive. Who are they? Where were 
ticles is the "fact" that there are and information organization. The miscuity, not HIV. SPIN publisher and editor, Bob they before 1980?" 
"4,000 documented HIV-free reports in SPIN were not news to Lein, of Project Inform said, Guccione, Jr. in June 1992. - Delaney urged the magazine to 
AIDS cases."Evenmore Shock- Project Inform. According to "Duesberg has done no AIDS re- Project Inform's executive di- exercise caution in this matter. - 
ing IS ' the fact that this BrendaLein,'thegroup3s treatment searchof any kind, his expertise is rector, Martin f i l a n ~ ,  in the let- "These articles confuse thousands 
"inf0ITilati0n"i~ presented with- and advocacy director, "They have in a different field. Misinforma- ter, directly addressed SPIN'S of people, leaving them insecure 
outan~medicaldocumentation. a tendency to make up data. It's tion in the media is something 1992, article ''The HIV Myth.'' about their doctors, uncertain 
The Chanticleer contacted 10 simply not true. HIV is clearly the we're constantly battling." He wrote, "There isn't a shred of about their therapies and unsure 
U.S. medical departments. Of underlying cause of AIDS and the What Duesberg is saying is new evidence of any kind in the of whom to trust. This isn't the 
the 10, which included the Na- 4,000 HIV-free AIDS cases simply showing up in the community. you published - a 
tlonal Institute of Allergy and don't exist." L~~~ said, "When I went to an area rehashing and mlsrepresentatlon 
See AIDS page 2 
Biggest food service 
complaints are financial 
It was a case of the best Many students re- 
of the best at the an- Tracy Seals 
News wr~ter ported that the costs of nual Miss JSU pageant, eating at Marriott Food 
Saturday night at Leone 
Cole auditorium. Pic- Services outweighed the benefits in a recent survey, but the University 
tured here: Julia Langley said it is willing to work with students. 
(Ms. JSU, 1993) crowns Students who live on campus said the expense of the meal is one of 
Stacy Fumbanks as the the primary reasons for not purchasing a meal plan. 
new Miss JSU. Fumbanks The SGA's meal plan committee took this issue into great consider- 
has been active both in ation and said they really want to work with the students on the matter. 
drama and music at Noah Rucker, director of Food Services, said he is more than willing 
JSU, and her high to work out a payment plan for those who cannot pay all at once. 
grades and leadership The way the meal plans are organized was the source of another 
capabilities have complaint. The various packages allow students to choose a preset 
earned her membership 
in Omicron Delta number of meals a week, but they have already paid for the meals, 
Kappa, a national whether they use them or not. 
leadership honor soci- As a solution to this problem, the University encourages students to 
ely. Runners-up were: seriously consider which plan would best suit their needs before 
Lana Tapscott, first making their purchase. 
runner up; Allison The different plans range from five to 20 meals each week, and they 
Marques, second runner include "flex dollars" which can be used at the Dining Hall, the Roost 
up; Mimi New, third and for Dominos pizza. Unlike actualMarriottmeals, Flex dollars that 
aren't used in one semester may be canied over to the next. 
Maniott representatives said they are willing to work with each 
individual and encourage student comments. 
2 Thursday, January 20,1994 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AIDS: Knowing i s  half the battle 
*The College BASE examination will be held as follows. The 
College Pres Service 
profit instGtion founded in 1977, the number of AIDS cases attrib- 
examination is required for graduation. Students should plan on being From staff reports 
is designed to educate students at uted to heterosexual contact in- 
in the test a minimum of 2 112 hours. Registration for the examination UCF about AIDS, and do research creased by 2 1 percent from 1990 
is in the Office of Assessment, 216 Ayers Hall. and give service to the Central to 1991, according to the CDC. 
Jan. 24 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall With an estimated one in 500 Florida community regarding Douglass said that after about 
2:30-6:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall college students infected with the AIDS. Jan. 25 two weeks of the class the stu- 
Feb. 1 3:OO-7:OOp.m. 23 Ayers Hall HIV virus, students are becoming In an effort to dispel myths about dents realize what they knew be- 
Feb. 17 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall aware that they must learn how to thedisease, aclassat UCFis taught fore the class about HIV was mi- 
Feb. 26 8:30-12:30a.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
protect themselves from getting exclusively about AIDS. The nuscule, and she said by theend of 
March 8 5:30-9:30p.m. JSU-Gadsden, Inzer Hall 
AIDS, health officials say. course, "HIV Disease: A Human class they realized how unin- 
March 9 5:30-9:30 p.m. 1025 Ft. McClellan 
The startling figure was found in Concern," is designed to reach formed they were about the dis- 
March 14 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
a study conducted by the Centers students intellectually and emo- ease. 
March 15 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall for Disease Control and the h e n -  tionally about the effects and risk Since douglas began teaching 
March 19 8:30- 12:30a.m. 23 Ayers Hall can College Health Association. of contracting AIDS. the class in 1986, she has had four 
March 23 5:30-9:30p.m. 23 Ayers Hall 
The experiment was conducted Douglass, the founder of the HIV-positive studentsinherclass, 
March 24 5:30-9:30p.m 23 Ayers Hall by testing 20,000 blood samples institute and professor of the and another student had full- 
drawn at 35 college health cen- course, said her classofabout 200 blown AIDS. She said there have 
** regional art be through Jan. 27 at ters. The blood was drawn for students per semester is always probably been other students who 
Hammond Hal1 Gallery. There is charge view the purposes otherthan AIDS testing, filled. She said students are eager were infected, but chose not to tell 
and the non-identifying demo- to learn about AIDS and the class her about their illness. 
* D u r i n g t h e S ~ ~ ~ g t e ~ ~ t h e ~ ~ g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  graphic samples were drawn be- has been a valuable tool for get- Douglass said she thinks her 
given at the following times: tween September 1989 and De- ting her message about AIDS to class is changing attitudes of the 
Feb. 8 6:W-7:30p.m. cember 1990. the students. students who take her course and 
Feb. 9 3:00-4:30p.m. AIDS cases are expected to in- "It goes in one ear, sticks and many ofher students tell her they 
crease because risk factors asso- stays," Douglass said. are asking more questions before 
'~arke-Davis announces the 1994 Epilepsy Scholarship Program. ciated with AIDS are evident Since the class is designed to deciding to jump into bed with 
Applications are being accepted through March 1994- an among college studehts. Risks, appeal to students emotionally, someone. She said her former 
application from the Epilepsy and Central A1a- such as having sex with a number people with AIDS are often guest students tell her they are waiting 
bama, call 1-800-950-6662. ofpartners and not using a condom lecturers. Students also watch a longer before having sex with a 
during every sex act, exist for slide presentation about people new partner and are now practic- 
*JSUS.A.V.E. (Students Against Violation of the meet at studentsoncampusesnationwide. who are dying from the disease. ing safer sex by using condoms. 
3:00 PM each Wednesday on the second floor of TMB. For more Information from university "Seeing how AIDS victims ac- Students may be waiting longer 
information, call Elena kauo at 435-958 1. health centers also indicates that tually suffermade me think about to have sex, but they are only 
students use alcohol and other the fact that I have to take precau- practicing selective protection, 
*TheJSUmailservice window have been extended from a.m. drugs that may impair their judg- tions at all times if I don't want to said Joanne Auth, a health educa- - 4 p.m. to 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. including the noon hour. ment when it comes to sex. suffer like them someday," said tor at the University of Florida's 
C RIME RELATED ACTIVITY "It may take 50 times before an anonymous student's evalua- Health Center. they're infected, or it may take tion of the course. Auth said many students are once," said Sharon Douglass, di- Douglass said sometimes stu- using condoms only when they 
rector of the HIV-AIDS Institute dents enter the class with the atti- feel their partner is at risk. "And 
01-18. Eric Jerome Powell, 20, of Greenville was arrested at Bibb attheUluvenityofCen~alF1orida tude that AIDS is something that that mav no t  be enough of the 
Graves and charged with 3rd degree assault and theft of property. 1" Orlando. "But It S golng to could never happen to them. She time," she said. 
01-18. Adam N. Coper reported theft of property at TMB mail center. happen.'' said that before taking the class, According to Auth, it is difficult 
1-17.  Almeca S. Wagner reported assault and theft ofproperty at SJls HIV infection and AIDS are the many of her students were sexu- for students to comprehend that 
Hall. sixth-leading cause of death ally permissive and did not take someone infected with HIV 
-1-1 1. Jill Fairley reported attempted robberty in the parking lot of among 15 to24 year-old men and any precautions to protect them- doesn't necessarily look sick; in 
Crow Hall. women in the United States, ac- selves against the disease. fact, they can look healthy for 
*1-11. Robert F. Hanis reported Karla White as a possible missing cording to CDC statistics. The Douglass, a respiratory t.krapy years. 
person, overdue home. only way for college students to professor, saidmost students have College students tend to think 
protect themselves from becom- somekindofmisconceptionabout they know everything about 
ing infected is to become aware of the diseasebefore taking theclass. AIDS, although many students 
the risks and take precautions, She said some students still think donot know about a second strain 
officials said. of AIDS as a disease only gay 
- The HIV-AIDS Institute, a non- men or drug users get. However, See Knowing page 4 
"A free press is the unsleeping guardian of every other right 
that free men prize; it is the most dangerous foe of tyranny. 
--Winston Churchill 
Melanie Lynn Jones, Editor in Chief 
Jamie Cole, Managing Editorbayout Design 
Kelli Dobbs, Business Manager 
Mark Harrison, News Editor Will Chandler, Features Ed~tor 
Jeh Jeh Pruitt, Sports Editor Chere Lee, Photo Director 
Joe Langston, Manager of Student Media 
The Chanticleer, qestudent news per of Jacksonv~lle State Univers~ty, IS produced by 
students The edltor has the finaPadecislon on edltorlal content Fundln IS prov~ded 
through Unlvenlty appropriations and advert~sernents Offices are rn 18% Self Hall 
Ed~tor~als are the opinions of the editorial board unless othenv~se noted 
 he edltor reserves the right to edit for content and space 
Send all bubmlssions to Melanle Jones, The Chant~cleer, 180 Self Hall. JSU. Jackson- 
ville, AL 36265 Deadline for all subrniss~ons IS noon Fr~day. 
AIDS 
from page 1 
playground for rich liberal publishers. It is about the porting irresponsible. Why? Because for many 
life and death science of the most deadly epidemic college students, the popular press is a main source 
of our century." of news. 
SPIN magazine is published in the U.S., and is College students are seen as a fast growing risk 
read by over 350,000 people worldwide. The cur- group forHIV/AIDS. This is evidenced by the U.S. 
rent issue includes articles about River Pheonix, government's 1994 pubIic service campaign being 
Dr. Dre, Smashing Pumpkins, and Beavis and dire~ted at college-aged students. 
Butthead. It also contains Celia Farber's article HIVIAIDS organizations around the U.S. fear 
about AIDS, "AIDS: Words from the Front." that students will believe'the "facts" told to them by 
Chad Smith and Virginia Teague, both JSU stu- magazines they trust. One J S u  student sammed it 
dents, read portions of SPIN'S AIDS articles and up efficiently: 
Project Inform's case against Duesberg. Both were "It's strange to hear that the government is telling 
Shocked and outraged, calling the magazine's re- the truth and the press is lying." 
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Ordinance forces chanaes for Platinum Club 
Kyle Shetton 
Staff writer 
The gloves are off and so are the bottoms 
as the Platinum Club fights for its future in 
the wake of the City of Anniston's change 
in its anti-nudity ordinance to include all 
establishments that serve or sell alcohol. 
Before changes, the city's ordinance al- 
lowed nudity if alcohol was not served in 
the same licensed establishment. 
In accordance with the ordinance, the 
Platinum Club was transformed and li- 
censed as two separate businesses: a sports 
bar on one side and a juice bar where 
dancers are now dancing both topless and 
bottomless. 
Under the revised ordinance, which was 
passed into law and published in The 
Anniston Star on Jan. 13 and includes 
"those licensed by the Alcohol Beverage 
Control Board for sale and /or service of 
alcoholic beverages and any bottle club, 
hotel, motel, restaurant, night club, coun- 
try club, cabaret, and meeting facility uti- 
lized by religious, social, fraternal of simi- 
lar organization ...." nudity is not allowed 
in any form. Private residences are not 
included in the ordinance. 
According to Platinum Club owner 
Harvey Bowman, the reason for the change 
"What are the next set of hoops 
they want me to jump through? 
Now, I've jumped through the 
hoops and paid my dues and now 
I'm going to run my business." 
-- Harvey Bowman 
Platinum Club owner 
from topless to full nudity was due to 
problems faced from the time the club 
opened. 
"The reason that we decided to go all 
nude is because all the things that were 
acceptable under the guidelines of the law 
being topless and having it one open club. 
We have been harassed and hassled from 
day one and we determined that we want to 
recoup our investment as fast as possible 
and this is one of the ways," Bowman said. 
Some may believe the move to all nudity 
indicates the owner fears he will have to 
close, but Bowman says, "We will not 
close, but by the same token when people 
rewrite laws and tell that it is being done for 
the Platinum Club ... It has not intimidated 
me, it has made me angry. The law should 
be the same for everybody." 
Bowman paid all the required taxes and 
c - -  - - -  - - -- 
received proper licensing to open his busi- 
ness from the city of Anniston and the ABC 
Board. 
Recently a controversy arose when the 
city of Anniston began to enforce their 
ordinance, saying the club was in the 
Anniston city police jurisdiction. 
What followed was the renovation of the 
club to conform to the ordinance and the 
amendment to the ordinance passed into 
law on Jan. 13. 
"I find it sad that a municipality thinks its 
acceptable to tell someone by your city 
officials: 'You are not in our jurisdiction, 
we don't care what you do. ' and then come 
back later and say 'Sorry, we made a 
mistake.' Well that's not good enough." 
According to Bowman, he checked with 
Anniston and Weaver officials so that he 
wouldbe awareofall applicable regualtions 
before purchasing the property. Officials 
told him the property was not in either city, 
but fell under the Calhoun County police 
jurisdiction. 
"We invested our money and we ac- 
cepted the city attorney, the clerk, and the 
engineer's word," Bowman said. 
"I've paid county tax and now I am 
paying city tax. What are the next set of 
hoops they want me to jump through? 
Now, I've jumped through the hoops and 
"It's ludicrous to think that a man 
go and watch women who are 99 
percent naked and consume alco- 
hol and not have anything hap- 
pen." 
-- Rev. Garry Sims 
Citizens for Safety 
paid my dues and now I'm going to mn my 
business." 
Aside from the political battlefront t that 
seems never-ending, Bowman is also fat- 
ing a constant moral opposition. 
According to Rev. Garry Sims , the 
founder of the Citizens for Safety group 
which opposed the club's opening, the new 
ordinance is not strong enough. He said the 
city should completely abolish nudity in 
any public establishment. 
"(The control of nudity) is always tied to 
alcohol," Sims said. "If Mr. Bowman does 
not sewe alcohol, he can do what he wants, 
and I'm not even sure that what he has out 
there is two separate establishments." 
He added that he believed the mixing of 
alcohol and nude dancing can create a 
volatile situation. 
See Club page 5 
THE VlLLACE INN 
Finally, IT3 H E M  
1 "LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED" I 
*GENEROUS PORTIONS, GREAT PRICES AT THE VILLAGE INN 
*LOCATED JUST OFF THE SQUARE 
)FAMILY ATMOSPHERE, VARIETY OF FOOD AT THE VILLAGE INN 
*BUFFET INCLUDES 2 SOUPS, 25 ITEM SALAD BAR, 
4 MEATS, 8 VEGETABLES, AND 4 DESSERTS 
106-1 08 Clinton St. 435-5653 Jacksonville, A 1  
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AT0 works to change image with 'Help Week' 
Patrick Rogers 
News writer 
Alpha Tau Omega is trying to 
change the image of fraternities 
as a group that only thinks about 
alcohol and partying . 
The men of AT0 fratemity 
spent the end of the Christmas 
holidays assisting different orga- 
nizations during "Help Week." 
"Help Week" replaced "Hell 
Week" in the 1950's at the urging 
of Robert M. Waller and has be- 
come a major part o f  the 
Knowing 
orginization. 
Twelve AT0 brothers and 
pledges of spent Jan. 5-7 at the 
Gadsden Center for Cultural Arts, 
where they helped in the renova- 
tion of the center. 
The Center is planning to ex- 
pand the orchestra, and the pledges 
assisted with knocking out a wall 
to provide room for the expan- 
sion. 
The fraternity has also been part 
of such projects as helping repair 
churches in the Jacksonville area. 
This year, one of the projects the 
from page 2 
of AIDS that is mostly found in West African countries, but is also 
being found in the United States, Auth said. 
Unlike Douglass, ~ u i h  t inks it is difficult to teach college students 
about AIDS because they think they know everything. she said during 
her presentations to classes she has to grab the audience by providing 
entertainment and getting the students involved in the discussion. 
In an effort to grab the attention of the 18 to 24 year-old crowd, an 
AIDS cartoon was produced by the National Institute on Drug Abuse 
ofthe Federal Departrnegt of Health and Human Services. The cartoon 
is geared toward educating the younger generation about the connec- 
tion between the use of drugs and alcohol and unsafe sex. 
The public service campaign is titled "Get high, gets stupid, get 
AIDS." It targets the college-aged crowd with the message that it's 
easy to get AIDS if you're high on drugs or intoxicated. 
"Young adults are particularly vulnerable to AIDS, and many of 
them are turned off by scare tactics," said Avraham Forman, deputy 
chief of the Community and Professional Education Branch of the 
National Institute of Drug Abuse. 
According to Forman, the cartoon characters used in the campaign 
look, talk and behave like the target audience. - 
The campaign, as well as other campus programs, is teaching 
students how to protect themselves from becoming infected because 
AIDS is not a gay disease or a drug-based disease; rather, it's a disease 
that cuts across all social boundaries. 
1 CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION I 
For more information about the C.S.O. program, I ,,\ please cal l  Father Kevin Cooke I 
Catholic Church 
on 7th Street, NE I 
brothers and pledges participated 
in was recycling garbage and col- 
lecting clothes for the needy. 
Christain LeBlanc, Public Re- 
lations Officer of ATO, said "Help 
Week" was a way of the fraternity 
"donating time for the commu- 
nity." He said the fratemity is 
trying to encourage a greater re- 
spect for all fraternities. 
Michal Graben, AT0 Pledge 
educator, said the week has an 
added benefitbecause it lets "the 
pledges and brothers get to know 
one another." 
I 
Weekly meetings are held in the Campus 
Ministry Center of St. Luke's Episcopal Church. 
For more information about the Campus Minis- 
try, contact Virginia Teague at 782-9347. 
Rev. George Quiggle 435092 7 1 
Need Money for College? 
Your National Guard Armory looks more like a bank to the young men 
and women who have taken advantage of the Guard's Money for College 
Program. 
You can now receive $190.00 per month for 36 months through the 
Montgomery GI Bill. 
Other state and federal programs will guarantee tuition to anyone in the 
Alabama Army Guard at any state supported college or university. 
In addition, you could earn approximately $12,000 during your college 
career for working about 2 days a month and two weeks each year. For 
further information call: 
UIR~YI 1-800-392-l947 G uaran teed Tuition. 
The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer. 
On The Square 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
Your Choice of Fresh Pasta A I 
v 
with Bolognese Sauce (FTeat Sauce) T2.99) 
or Marinara Sauce (Tomato Vegetakle Sauce) 
or Alfredo Sauce (White Cheese Sauce) 
v 
Including Tea or  Pepsi 
Bring in a/SU Movie Ticket or Student 1.D. -Available I I a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 
Offer expires- 413 0194 , , - . . . , . . . . . , = + - 
Are there jobs for us out there? 
said. The highest anticipated in- until they try it on for size." 
Cdlege Preu Service creases are for majors in chemis- Employers also said that if 
From staff repods try, computer science, industrial, you get a new job and it's not 
For new college graduates civil and mechanical engineering, what you expected, don't worry. 
now may be the time to update mathematics and accounting. Most companies reported that 
their resumes and interview According to the Research they don't expect to hire a col- 
clothes-there are plenty ofjobs Trends survey, the rising occupa- lege graduate and have that per- 
out there for the taking. tions reported are computer-re- son be with the company for a 
But then again, perhaps you lated fields, business systems ma- lifetime. There is so much 
should make plans to move back lysts, environmental engineers and change happening in the work- 
home and leech off Mom and scientists, healthcaremedical spe- place that most companies can- 
Dad until the job outlook im- cialists, and communications and not guarantee lifetime employ- 
proves. multi-meda specialists. ment. 
The bad news: The outlook is The highest starting salaries for Employers recommend start- 
bleak and recent graduates are graduateswithbachelor'sdegrees ing at an entry-level position. 
going to face stiff competition are chemical engineering majors "Get started in an organization 
for jobs, according to U.S. at $40,300. The results are based that offers a career ladder and 
Depatment oflabor's Occupa- on the responses of 4,600 em- produce outstanding resluts," 
tion Outlook Quarterly. ployers in industry and govem- the survey said. "Promotions 
The more re-assuring survey ment agencies. will come later." 
for graduates, which was re- When asked what advice the If you have a job, that is. 
searched by Michigan State, employers have for recent college "Employment projection for 
reported a 1.1. percent increase graduates, the most frequent re- the 1990-2005 period indicate 
in hiring over last year. This is sponse was to have realistic ex- that the average annual open- 
the first increase projected in pectations. ings in jobs requiring a degree 
the past fiv years. "Get in touch with reality; re- will number fewer than during 
In addition to an increase in duce your 'hat size'," the Michi- the 1984-1990 period," wrote 
jobs, starting salaries are ex- gan State survey said. "New economistKristina J. Shelley in 
pected to be 0.4 percent higher graduatescannot demonstrate that the Occupation Outlook Quar- 
thanlastyear,RecruitingTrends they are overqualified for a job terly. 
Thursday, January 20,1994 s 
Club 
from page 3 
"It's ludicrous to think that a man can go and watch women who are 
99 percent naked and consume alcohol and not have anything hap- 
pen," 3ims said. 
Citing the renovations and what he sees as a potential for gambling, 
Sims added: "It has always been (Citizens for Safety's) contention the 
entire time that there is much more planned to go on out there than was 
previously indicated." 
He also believes the Platinum Club has paved the way for other clubs 
that will allegedly have nude dancing. 
"There are at least two other places ... that will or algady have nude 
dancing," Sims said. 
Supporters of the club claim denying citizens the choice of going to 
nude bars is a violation of their rights, but Sims disagrees. 
"How far will we go to protect people's rights? Will we give a rapist 
the constitutional right to rape women? Will we give a serial killer the 
right to kill?" he asks. 
Sims also cited a telephone survey that Citizens for Safety con- 
ducted in which about 92 percent of people who participated were 
opposed to the opening and licensing of a club that has nude or semi- 
nude dancing. 
"I would like to put a challenge out for public debate over what good 
will come of it," he said. 
Sims said he is not afraid to present his ideas for public scrutiny. 
CORRECTIONS 
In the Dec. 9 issue, the photos on pages 10-1 1 were taken by Chere Lee. 
In the Jan. 13 issue, under the article titled "Dispute ends in tragedy," The 
last name of the victims should have been "Vinson," rather than Vincent. 
POLICY: 
If you find aserious factual error in The Chanticleer, call theoffice at 782- 
5701 or send the correction through campus mail to The Chanticleer, 180 
Self Hall, ATTN: Corrections. 
THE OPINIONS CHANTICLEER a JANUARY 20, 1994 
Campus sufbty 
Finally, universities across the country have realized 
crime does not end at the schoolhouse doors and are 
taking steps to end the violence. Luckily for students at 
JSU, our campus police came to the same conclusion 
several years ago, and the violent crime rate has been 
lower ever since. 
Of course, JSU had quite a wake up call two years ago. 
When a man is shot and killed in a residence hall, you 
cannot ignore the violence. The difference between JSU 
and other schools is that our police did more than talk 
about it, they changed it. 
That murder took place during winter finals in 1991. 
When the students came back in January, we were 
playing by a whole new set of rules. 
Now we have security guards in every residence hall 
and police foot patrols at night. Residence advisers keep 
close track of visitors, and there are strict regulations 
against propping doors. Gun and alcohol rules are also 
more carefully enforced. 
The police officers making patrols by foot or on 
bicycles provide higher visibility, and therefore serve as 
a deterrant. These officers also are more easily ap- 
proached, so students may feel more comfortable talk- 
ing to them if they know a crime has been committed or 
if they feel there is a problem. 
Some people are not fond of the new policies. They 
call it police propaganda and intimidation tactics. They 
feel the University is creating a police state, but the 
bottom line is this: It is not a Constitutiomal violation 
to enforce the law and provide a safe environment. 
If you sit down with a law book and look up all of your 
questions, you will find the police are not violating 
Constitutional rights. Rather, they are ensuring us our 
most basic right - the right to life and happiness. 
When you are annoyed by walking through the cold to 
get to the front door of your residence hall instead of 
I 
having a friend prop a side door, think about who else 
might get in between the time the door is propped and 
you come in. It may not be a welcome visitor. 
When you think the police are harrassing students by 
not letting them drink outside, consider how many acts 
of violence are caused by too much alcohol. 
Think about it. When is the last time you heard a gun 
fired on campus? When did you last hear of a student 
injured in an on-campus brawl? 
We should not have to live in fear of our fellow 
students, and thanks to our campus police, we do not. If 
we have to sacrifice the right to act like an idiot for that 
; protection, s,o + it. 
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Holiday serves as reminder 
In the past, I've never really 
paid much attention to Martin 
Luther King Jr.'s birthday. 
It's not that I've totally ignored 
it. I always remember his impor- 
tance, and I speak out when it is 
referred to as "Martin Luther King/ 
Robert E. Lee Day," (Yes, some 
Alabama school districts call it 
that on their yearly schedule) but 
I've never really thought about 
everything it stands for. 
But this year was different. This 
year I had to explain it. 
I was babysitting my 7-year-old 
nephew Monday, and we watched 
a movie called, "The Ernest 
Greene Story." 
For those of you who do not 
know, Greene was the first black 
student to graduate from Central 
High School in Little Rock Ar- 
kansas. 
His name may not be as familiar 
as King's, but the story is much 
the same. It is the story of courage 
and peaceconquering hatred, fear, 
ignorance and violence. 
That is a story many children 
like my nephew are unfamiliar 
with, so every five minutes, he 
had a question for me, and I found 
that for many of his questions, I 
had no answer. 
I thought I could handle the most 
obvious question, "Why are they 
all being so mean to him?" 
I explained to him that many 
MELANIE LYNN JONES L EDITOR IN CHIEF 
people in our past, and some even 
today, believed white people were 
better than black people. They 
thought all black people were 
dumb, dirty and mean and would 
hurt a white person if given a 
chance. 
I knew if we stopped there, I 
would be okay, but he wasn't sat- 
isfied. "But why did they think 
that?" I struggled for a while, but 
finally had to confess, "I don't 
know." 
As much as I've thought about 
it, I still can't think of an answer. 
It is as if that one little question 
sums up the entire history of ha- 
tred in this world. "But why?" 
Why does anyone think dark skin 
is a sign of a faulty brain and 
moral structure? Why would any- 
one think God would create white 
people better than blacks? 
When I tried to explainthat some 
people are just stupid, he hit me 
with another one. "People know 
better now, right?" 
I almost wanted to lie and say 
yes, but he would have found out 
on his own. I told him there are 
many people who hate others be- 
cause of the color of their skin, 
both white and black. 
The difference between now and 
then is that now the hatred is 
mostly hidden. 
Now that I think about it, hidden 
hatred is almost worse. 
Ernest Greene and his friends 
knew who their enemies were. 
They were the ones standing on 
the school steps, bamng their en- 
trance. They were the students 
pushing them down stairs, tearing 
up theirbooks andharrassing them 
at every comer. 
Their enemies were also the 
teachers who condoned such be- 
havior. 
Hatred is stillwith us, but it is 
hidden. Seminars in the workplace 
and in schools which teach politi- 
cal correctness have made sure 
everyone hides his ignorance by 
learning the appropriate words. 
The problem is that they have 
done little or nothing to destroy 
prejudice, it just provides a safe 
way for it to continue. 
The enemy is still here, you just 
cannot see him. 
The question falls back to 
"why?". Why do people still hate? 
I don't know, but I do know that 
we must have the courage to fight 
it every chance we get. 
Can anyone out there tell me 
why? If so, please let me know. I 
know a child who is looking for 
answers. 
I would like some answers-too. 
I like to know what I'm fighting. 
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Media fail to meet standards 
There is acanccrgrowing withln cspccially high school and col- 
thc media. Like most illnesses of -1 lcac students. could act so inc- 
the type, it began as something MARK HARRISON A s ins ib ly .  What also boggles the 
small, almost undetectable. And L NEWSEDITOR imaginationis the lack of response 
even now, it seems it is being 
Largely ignored by the very thing 
which it threatens to consume. 
In order to understand the scope 
of the problem, you must first 
understand exactly what the word 
"media" entails. "Media" doesn't 
just refer to newspapers or televi- 
sion as a singularity. Newspapers 
make upamedium. Likewise, tele- 
vision. Media incorporates all of 
the various mediums, including 
newspapers, magazines, radio and 
television -among other things. 
It is a vast, powerful thing. And 
it's growing at an alarming rate. 
Indeed, some aspect of the media 
is almost certain to affect each 
and every one of us, in some way 
or another, every day of our lives, 
sometimes without our even real- 
izing it. Unfortunately, the cancer 
within the media is also growing 
at an alarming rate, and it too 
affects us. 
An article in this month's SPIN 
magazine states there have been 
4,000 documented cases of HIV- 
free AIDS reported in the United 
States. This is enough to cause 
anyone to be alarmed. The impli- 
cations of that simple statement 
stagger the imagination. The bot- 
tom line, however, is that no such 
documentation exists. Well, it 
does. But it is the opinion of one 
man. One man who is a micro- 
biologist. One man who has been 
widely criticized for his views, 
which may or may not hold water. 
This is an example of the media 
cancer. 
I don't mind the fact that SPIN 
reported this man's observations, 
that the magazine chose to put 
forth the opinions of aman who is 
a micro-biologist, who has been 
widely criticized for his views, 
who may or may not be right. 
What I mind is the fact that SPIN 
magazine didn't tell me any of 
these things. They didn't even tell 
me where the idea that there are 
4,000 documented cases of HIV- 
free AIDS originated. All they 
told me was their interpretation of 
the truth, with no documentation. 
No attribution. Simply a state- 
ment. That, I mind. 
The implications of the state- 
ment in SPIN magazine boggle 
the imagination. It also boggle the 
imagination that a periodical 
aimed primarily at young adults, 
to this and other i~cidents of this 
nature. 
The point here isn't whether or 
not the statements made in the 
article were true, but whether or 
not the statements were accurate. 
Truth, after all, is subjective. But 
accuracy and responsibility are 
not. 
More to the point, however, is 
that incidents like this one hurt all 
of the media by damaging cred- 
ibility. I know from personal ex- 
perience that the newspaper me- 
dium, at least, makes a genuine 
effort towards accuracy and fair- 
ness. Even something so small as 
a misspelled word is recognized 
as a potentially damaging element. 
Yes, mistakes are made. We are, 
after all, only human. The true 
danger lies when we fail to admit, 
to recognize these mistakes. But 
more frightening is the dark can- 
cer which threatens to creep into 
our brain and whisper that it is not 
a mistake at all. That we have 
every right. Yes, every right. Ev- 
ery right to play god. SPIN maga- 
zine has joined a growing list of 
the inflicted. The disease is spread- 
ing. Please, learn to recognize it. 
THE 
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Do you thlnk 
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"Marriott's food is not worth the money. 
It should be free. Some of the selections 
are okay, however, you are able to eat 
elsewhere for a les amount of money 
which has better selections." 
Putrina Freely 
senior 
"It averages out to be about $5 a meal. 
You can get off easier eating at fast 
food." 
Heather Carter 
"No, I do not think that the Marriott's food 
is worth the money simply because it 
costs too much. Considering the cost of 




"I think they could probably loose $100 
off of it. You could probably buy enough 







Artist of the Year: Peter Gabriel 
is a genius. Perhaps no artist has 
so successfully blended music and 
video. His concerts are more of an 
artistic joumey than a show. His 
voice and musical style are com- 
~letelv uniaue. His latest album r 
was writtei over the course of The Cranberries 
several years. It is mainly about withaninteractive CD whichtakes 
his recent divorce, and the emo- the listener on a joumey through 
tion of that traumatic event is re- "The Secret World." Gabriel will 
layed to the audience with re- be hard pressed to top this one, but 
markable clarity. With songs like if anyone can, it is he. 
Other greats in the Alternative 
'93: 
The Cranbemes' "Everyone 
Else is Doing it So Why Can't 
We," is probably one of the most 
outstanding albums of 1993, es- 
pecially in its sound. Dolores 
O'Riorean's hauntingly beautiful 
voice over soothing atmospheric 
music and intimate lyrics make it 
seem like vou're reading her di- - 
Peter Gabriel ary. Look for big things from this 
t h e  cran ftf r/B9.pinthe'- Posies' "~ros t -  
ing on the 
seemingly random and very dis- 
torted chords. Very appealing. 
Four Non-Blondes, "Bigger, 
Better, Faster, More": This is a 
classic example of a band that had 
a hit single but the rest of the 
album sucks. The Non-Blondes 
really seem to play non-music. 
Pop Rock: 
Best Album of the Year: Marc 
Cohn, "The Rainy Season" : This 
man should win a Grammy for 
this. A long way from "Walking 
in Memphis," songs like "Paper 
Walls" are shining examples of 
what this guy can really do. A 
Phil Collins 
Country: 
Best Album of the 
Judd, "Tell Me 
Why": Though not 
mighty fine collection 
vocals and simple arrangements 
are as good as any pop singer, and 
some of her lyrics are just as vi- 
able. "Only Love" is the standout 
on the album, a gorgeous ballad 
with a haunting melody. 
Alan Jackson, "A Lot About 
Livin' and a Little 'Bout Love": 
This album, fabulous as it is, is 
transcended by one song. 
"Chattahoochee" is hands-down 
which they recorded in their liv- very impressive performance from the best country single of the year. 
ing room. Or their first major la- a very talented artist. "It Won't Be The Last," by Billy 
be1 release. The lyrics and those 
melodies are still there though. 
Definitely worth a listen. 
10,000 Maniacs, "Our Time in S i d e s " : 
Eden": Certainly one of the sad- Most of 
dest announcements in the music the stuff 
industry in 1993 was the break-up 
of the 10,000 Maniacs. Their lat- 
est album though, (no, not the 
Unplugged) was arguably one of 
their best. It will be interesting to 
see whether Natalie Merchant 
maintains some of that distinctive 
sound on her own that the Mani- 
acs had since she did most of the 
songwriting. However it turns out, 
we'll always have this last great 
hurrah to remember them by. 
Smashing Pumpkins, "Siamese 
Street." Their first album, Gish, 
was incredible. It was like a fu- 
sion of all that was great about 
sixties .psychedelic rock and the 
alternative music of today. The 
popularity of their first album in- 
spired Virgin records to pick them 
on this album was recorded at 
home, so it was much more per- 
sonal than any of his other solo 
efforts. This collection of ballads, 
with only a couple of Collins' 
drum-driven pop songs, is in- 
tensely personal, obviously pow- 
ered by memory and deep devo- 
tion. 
The Comeback of The Year: 
Duran Duran with their self-titled 
album, "Duran Duran." Finally 
the first album they have done 
with decent music since "Notori- 
ous." "Ordinary World," and 
"Come Undone," basically re- 
made the eighties pop gods. They 
are just as good as they ever were. 
Maybe even better. 
tion as the 
w o r s t  
country al- 







l a n g ,  
" E v e n  Wynonna Judd 
Cowgirls - 
Get The Blues," is another disap- 
pointment on the country front, 
espaecially after her incredible 
"Ingenue." 
R&B music was dominated by 
newcomers. Dr. Dre's "The 
Chronic" set a new standard for 
rap music, and Snoop Doggy 
first release Dog's long awaited debut was all 
from that al- it was hyped to be. And, while 
bum cap- Mariah Carey's "Musicbox" was 
tures that fmeenough, Toni Braxton outsang 
'Talk to Me," "Digging in the Beater": ~ o t  since tke Beatles has same fusion feel. Most Pointless Comeback of the herwithout the vocal acrobaticson 
Dirt," "Steam," and "The Secret a group been so clever in $eir The worst in alternative: Year: Rick James singing on the the single "Breathe Again." 
World," "Us" is quite possibly lyrics and its melodies. Thislatest Babes in Toyland. Three stoned Lemonheads album. One word: For the bad news, Marky Mark 
Gabriel's greatest achievement to album from the very un-Seattle- chicks screaming unintelligible Why? tried and failed to follow the suc- 
date. He has even ventured into ish Seattle-based band is harder (and fairly stupid once you inter- cess of his first R&B album. If 
the interactive computer media than their first album, "Failure," pret them) lyrics over a wall of we're lucky, he's on his way out. 
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AAAH, ROMANCE 
3. IN THE LINE OF FIRE 
Director Wolfgang Petersen 
weaves an incredulous story, but 
it works better than any action 
film I 've ever seen. John 
Malkovich probably won't win 
JAMIE COLE an Oscar, but he deserves one as 
MANAGING EDITOR the villainous assassin working 
against secret service agent Clint 
The pendulum is swinging. Eastwood. A breathless last half 
1993 represented a return to a 
year. Even the worst films found Strong cinema. violent as any of his other films. 
their audience in a record year for 2, SCHINDLER'S LIST Meticulously photographed and 
the box office. Steven Spielberg's first success- edited, it's simply a visual mas- 
The best movies of the year: ful mature project, filmed in glo- terpiece. Winona Ryder is the 
1. THE PIANO rious black-and-white. This Ho- standout in the cast; only Daniel 
Director Jane Campion's bril- locaust drama is sparked by slick Day Lewis' wooden performance 
liant script, coupled with a perfect direction and performances from threatens to spoil Scorsese's oth- 
performance from Holly Hunter, Liam Neeson and Ralph Fiennes erwise fabulous adaptation. 
made this restrained erotic drama (arguably the best supporting per- 5. JURASSIC PARK 
about aman, his mail-order bride, formance of the year). Spielberg Folks left the theater with their 
her lover and her piano the f ies t  manages to keep things going mouths wide open, then went back 
film of the year. The most emo- through three hours; the film is so to be amazed again. Steven 
tional experience I've had in a good it seems like only 45 min- Spielberg's jaw-dropping dino- 
theater in years. Besides Hunter's Utes. In The tine of Fire saur saga did more than make a 
zillion dollars at the box office; it 
helped to revive the adventure 
film genre that died decades ago. 
Sure, the concept of Michael 
Crichton's novel was altered, but 
let me remind you that Crichton 
co-wrote the script. 
6. DAVE 
The Capraesque comedy should 
have been called "Mr. Kline Goes 
To Washington." Kevin Kline is 
fabulous in the title role as Mr. 
Everyday who gets to be Presi- 
dent, and Sigoumey Weaver is 
delightful as his first lady. The 
usually innocuous Ivan Reitman 
directed a jewel in "Dave." 
7. THE FUGITIVE 
Hamson Ford was billed as the 
star, but Tommy Lee Jones stole 
the show as this adversary in this 
extremely fast-paced action film. 
He may be on his way to becom- 
ing Hollywood's chic villain.This 
performance, coupled with his 
brilliant one in "JFK," should be 
enough to make him a marquee 
star after all these years. 
See Screen page 10 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 





1 item 7.60 11.35 
2 item 8.50 12.75 
3 item 9.40 14.15 
4 item 10.30 15.55 
5 item 11.20 16.95 
6 item 12.10 18.35 










Pepperoni, Ham, Sausage, Beef, Breakfast Bacon, 
Oqions, Green Peppers, Fresh Mushrooms, Green 
Olives, Black Olives, Jalapenoes, Pineapple and 
Anchovies. 
Large 1 topping f ~ r  7.95 
Medium 2 topping and 2 Cokes 7.95 
Lunch hours may vary- store to store. 
Domino's Specialty Pizzas 
Hand Tossed, Thick, or Thin Crust Deep Dish Pan 
Md. Lg* Md. Lg. 
Deluxe 9.95 14.95 10.95 16.45 
Vegi 9.95 14.95 10.95 16.45 
Extravaganza 1 1.20 16.95 12.20 18.45 
Meat Feast 9.95 14.95 10.95 16.45 
BBQ 8.95 13.95 9.95 15.45 
Bacon Dbl. Cheese 8.95 13.95 9.95 15.45 
Bacon Cheddar 8.95 13.95 9.95 15.45 
Additfond Items: 
Bread Sticks 2.00 
Cheese Sticks 3.00 
Garden Salad 2.50 
Side Salad 1.50 
Extra Cup of Sauce .25 
Extra Dressing * .25 
Ccvry out Specid: 
The DOMINATOR 30 Slice 
Anytime Specials: 
Buv a medium Pizza at regular price and get a second 
Dominator Pizza - 30 Slices - 1 Item 
Carry out $1 1.65 
Additional Toppings $1.60 
Beuerages: 
12 oz. Coke or Diet Coke $.50 
medium of equal or lesser valie for $4.00 
Buy a large pizza at regular price and get a second 
2 liter Coke or Diet Coke $1.50 
large of equal or lesser value for $5.00 
AU Prices Include Sales Tax 
435-8200 
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8. WHAT'S LOVE GOT TQ 
DO WITH IT 
A smashing performance by 
Angela Bassett and an equally 
impressive turn from Larry 
Fishbume made this TinaTumer 
biopic the movie to see in the pre- 
"Jurassic" period, one of the few 
critically acclaimed films from 
the first half of the year. Only 
question: Why a biographical por- 
trait this early? Turner's career is 
far from over. 
9. GROUNDHOG DAY 
Bill Murray's finest screen per- 
formance cames this delightful 
Malice 
comedy about a weatherman 
caught in a time warp directed by 
his old "Ghostbusters" buddy 
Harold Rarnis. Andy MacDowell 
is blue water under Murray's 
comic fire, and Chris Elliot is his 
hilarious self in a supporting role. 
See it again and again and again 
and again and again. 
10. MALICE 
Harold Becker's twisted thriller 
was an edge-of-your-seat winner, 
with a convincing performance 
from Nicole Kidman. Alec 
Baldwin and Bill Pullman added 
decent performances, but the find 




From the creator of "Basic In- 
stinct" comes this loose adapta- 
tion of the Ira Levin novel, fol- 
lowing the same basic formula: 
Lots o' sex + lots o' violence + 
Sharon Stone = big bucks. How- 
ever, the filmmakers leftout afew 
minor details: plot, direction, ed- 
iting, etc. 
Just another reason for Stone to 
be naked. The Icepick Princess 
delivers the worst performance of 
the year in the worst movie of the 
year. 
2. PHILADELPHIA 
It's too bad director Jonathan 
("The Silence of the Lambs") 
Demme undermined brilliant per- 
formances by Tom Hanks and 
Jason Robards, not tomention his 
own cinematic skill, to turn what 
might have been one of the best 
films of theyearinto 
a public service an- 
n o u n c e m e n t .  
Demme puts issue 
oversubstance with 
very little concern 
over the plight of 
AIDS victims them- 
selves, particularly 
that of his lead char- 
acter. His attempts 
at creating audience 
sympathy for his 
Hanks' character 
are cliched and 
laughable, espe- 
cially closing the 
film with almost 
five minutes of 
home video footage - - - -. - - - 
over a sad song. Ev- 
151 GULF-FRONT ROOMS IN THE HEART OF I I mNAMA CITY BEACH. WORLD-CLASS NIGHT F'JR P 
CLUBS, ATTRACTIONS AND RESTAURANTS NEAR& 1 I BEACH ACTIVITIES ON THE PREMISES. CALL TODAYI 1 
12525 Front Beach Road 1 Rnama City Beach. Fbrida 32101 
Br ereon, quad occupancy. 4,5 and 6 day packages also available. 
~eservatLns and advance d e p l  requid. Koom damage deposit required. 
Rotso do not include tax or tranr ortation and am non-commleeionabls. 
One parking permit per stanLrd room. Kitchenettes and suitue 
. anliable a t  additional chawc. 
The Last Action Hero 
eryone even wore red ribbons to 
his memorial service. Yuck. 
3. SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE 
Nora Ephron's film is so hack- 
neyed and boring that the attempts 
at romantic comedy seem strained. 
If she hadn't directed it, people 
would have said it was ripping off 
"When Hany Met Sally ..." The 
romance in the year's biggest date 
movie was predictable and down- 
right corny. 
4. THE LAST ACTION HERO 
Overlong and over-hyped, a 
valuable lesson to Hollywood: big 
stars don't always make a bad 
movie a hit. "The Last Action 
Hero" was the "Hudson Hawk" of 
1993: a thundering disappoint- 
ment and an outright bore. The 
script and scattershot direction 
was more than even Ah-nuld could 
overcome. 
5. FREE WILLY 
'Nuff said. 
The Office of Student Activities woi 
congratulate the following students for being s 
Among Students in American Universitie 
Robble Abernathy Marcia Frederick 
Jonathan Adams Keuln Garrett 
Regina Akery Danlta Gorham 
Cleo Anastassopoulou Elizabeth Granger 
Jada Arnold Kathryn Hall 
Carey Baln Robbln Hary 
Patti Bennett Janice Hayes 
Euelyn Berrey Rebecca Heath 
Deborah Blankenshlp Richard Henderson 
Dyana Blythe Glenda Herndon 
Scott Brannon George Hey 
Linda Brewer Anna Hidalgo 
Stacle Brewer Cathy Hlgginbotham 
Tracie Brewer Domlnick Hinds 
Larry Broadwell David Hobbs 
Stacey Burgess Francine Hutchinson 
Darrell Campbell Paul Hyche 
Tracy Casagrande Dean Jakiel 
Ginger Casey Glenda Knight 
Amy Cheatwood Beuerly LaShall 
Brigitte Cole Stephen Laurance 
Melissa Crow Bonita Lillie 
Christina Dasinger Mariana Lima 
Terrl Dobson Michael Lowe, 
Cynthia Dodson James Mackey 
Becky Euon Stacye Manning 
Bryan Foshee Bruce McClenatman 
Charlsie- Foster. . . . . . . . . , &DPU@C McCmm . , = , , 
ild like to 
elected to Who's Who 



























. Ronald Ziuitski 
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NR HAPPY WITH TH\4 W A S  A \)ITAL ORGAN. 
by Dave W w  
I 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
HERES THE \MPRESs\Ot4 QF 
MY BoDY As I NIT THE 
GROUND THESE ARE THE 
FWDERED REMAINS OF WE 
SNONBALL THAT HIT ME. 
1 MUST SAY. TUE STINGING 
SNOW MAKES YMIR CHEEKS 
0 YCx) CANT GET A FA\R TR\RL \M 0 
0 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
"Today, our guest lecturer is Dr. Clarence Tibbs, 
whose 20-year career has culminated in his recent 
autobiography, 'Zoo Vet - I Quit!'" 
"I'm sorry, sir, but the reservation book 
simply says 'Jason.' ... There's nothing 





Gamecocks drop two striaght on Georgia road trip 
Freshman Brandy White had 15 points in the women's game ahd Jeff Terry paced the 
men with 19 points as both teams lost to Augusta Saturday. 
Lady 'cocks suffer 0-3 weekend 
Michael Graben 
Sports writer 
The Jacksonville State Lady 
Gamecocks embarked on a'three 
game road trip through 'Georgia 
last weekend. 
In Augusta, Jax State played 
Paine CollegeFriday and Augusta 
College Saturday. They traveled 
to Valdosta Monday, to take on 
the Lady Blazers of Valdosta 
State. 
The road trip was not a good one 
for the Lady Gamecocks as they 
were beaten by the Lady Lions 
of Paine College Friday night. 
Coach Dana Austin's Lady 
Gamecocks ran into intense pres- 
sure from Paine. Jax State was 
outscored 23-0 to end the game. 
JSU also found out how tough it 
can be to win on the road. In the 
second half, the Lady Gamecocks 
were whistled for 18 fouls com- 
pared to 10 for the Lady Lions. 
JSU turned the ball over 30 times. 
" Coming in , we knew how 
rough it would be," JSU head points, before uniting to tie the 
coach Dana Austin said. " We score. The rally took the wind out 
knew we had to keep our cool and of the Lady Gamecocks' sails, 
stay under control. and Augusta held on to pick up 
"The press~hurt us in the second the win. 
half, as we had lots of turnovers. " Right there at the end we hurt 
The scoredoesn'tdojustice to the them with our press, " said Aus- 
game." tin. " We just never could get 
JanaSimmonsled Jax State with ahead of them." 
16 points. Alfredia Seals added Senior Jana Simmons once 
10 points, 11 rebounds, and 7 again paced JSU with 16 points. 
blocked shots. Freshman Brandy White had 15 
Jacksonville State fell once points. Alfredia Seals popped 14 
more Saturday night to Augusta points and had 16 rebounds. 
College 70-66. JSU traveled South Monday to 
coach Austin's Lady Game- 
cocks played Saturday's game 
without forward LaShell 
Humphrey. Humphrey's twin 
brother died unexpectedly Friday 
night. 
JSU started the game sluggishly, 
causing them to fall behind. The 
Lady Jags used deadly shooting 
and a height advantage to take an 
8-point lead at the half. 
Jax State fell further behind in 
the second half, as many as 17 
take on the Lady Blazers of 
Valdosta State. 
Although it was a high scoring 
game, the Lady Gamecocks 
couldn't pull out a win. Valdosta 
State Lady Blazers overpowered 
JSU 98-72. 
The Lady Gamecocks' record 
falls to 5-8, but they have the rest 
of the week to prepare as they 
travel to West Georgia Monday to 
take on the Lady Braves. Tipoff 
is at 4:30 p.m. 
Michael Graben 
Sports writer 
The Jacksonville State Game- 
cocks travelled to Augusta, Ga. 
this past weekend playing Paine 
College Friday and Augusta Sat- 
urday. 
The road games were imporant 
for the Gamecocks, ranked 17th 
in the previous week's poll. The 
Gamecocks were also seeded first 
in the South Region. 
In Division 11, the country is 
divided into eight regions, and the 
top six teams in each region are 
seeded. Those six teams play in 
the Regional tournament, with the 
eight winners meeting in Spring- 
field, Mass., as the Elite Eight. 
Friday night, the Cocks started 
out on the wrong foot being set 
back by the Lions of Paine Col- 
lege 82-7 1. 
The Gamecocks were led by Pat 
Amour with 15 points and 12 
rebounds. 
Tim Scott and John Session 
chipped in 13 points each. 
JSU trailed most of the game, 
people attending the game. Sec- 
ondly, the students could sit in a 
section along the court. 
Saturday night, Jones found 
himself in a similar situation with 
Augusta as he did with Paine. The 
Gamecocks trailed most of the 
game, had a chance to win, and 
again suffered a disappointing 
loss. 
The Gamecocks trailed by as 
many as 13 points before rallying. 
Pat Amour, with 13 points and 
16 rebounds, had a chance to tie 
the game with three minutes to 
play. He missed two free throws, 
and the Gamecocks never got an- 
other opportunity. 
Jeff Terry led the Gamecocks 
with 19 points. True freshman 
Aaron Kelley added 12. 'John 
Session pitched in 10. 
"It was tough loss in a game we 
had opportunity to win," Jones 
said. "We gave up too many sec- 
ond shot chances (13 offensive 
rebounds for Augusta College.) 
"Augusta has a good team de- 
spite their record. We had a good 
second half, again, but weneed to 
but they pulled within twbpoints put two halves together." 
at 71-69 with three minutes to Coach Jones also talked about 
play. Here, the Lioncrowd helped the Gamecocks chances of get- 
turn the Gamecocks away. ting into the NCAA Tournament, 
Two intentional fouls on the saying," We have still got a 
Gamecocks and good foul shoot- chance, ifwestringtogethersome 
ing by the Lions ended any Game- wins." 
cock hopes. " We play a long stretch at home 
"It took a lot of courage to get to ( 8 games ). With the field in- 
71-69. The two intentional fouls creased to six teams in each re- 
took the wind out of us. gion, we have got a shot." 
"Had we been able to get even, The Gamecocks (1 1-5) play 
it would have been to our advan- Miles College, Saturday night at 
tage. The crowd really got into Pete Mathews Coliseum. Per- 
the game, making it hard to corn- forming at half time will be the 
municate," Head Coach Bill Jones world famous Bud Light Dare- 
said. devils. 
Two things allowed the Paine Monday, the Gamecocks enter- 
crowd to wreak havoc, with the tain Shaw. Tuesday Lee College 
visting Gamecocks. The first is invades the Coliseum. Tip-off 
that there were actually some for all games is 7:30 p.m. 
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i s  looking for students to assist in ad 
sales. The perfect iob for business and 




Road to Super BOW ends wfth Couvlroys, Bill? 
Let the still "Watters" run, and thecoldafterlos- 
Los Angeles' in the second half. 
the New York Giants 44-3. SPORTS EDITOR chances of going The Chiefs were down 10-0 at 
Ricky Watters is known as the The Packers 
49ers chatterbox, but this time he seemed to have 
In last Saturday's game, Watters coughed up a fu 
scored two touchdown runs from play from cent 
a yard out, two more from 2 yards Cowboy Leo 
away, and one from 6 yards., He best game. 
set NFL records for TDs, points This was a painful loss for the twice from 17-6 in the second move on to Willie 
speed, to much depth, and too defeat the Raiders 29-23. the second quarter. but not in the 
As for the five touchdowns, many superstars. The Raiders were sure to be the fourth. The final t6uchdowncariie 
Watters said, " I can best describe Cowboy Emmitt Smith's winners, but a 22-yard pass by in the fourth'when foriner Raider 
all of them in one word - Offen- seperated shoulder kept him from Kelly to Bill Brooks sent theRaid- Marcus Allen showed he still had 
sive line. " playing the entire game , but he ers back home to watch the rest of a few moves with a 21 yard run 
When reminded that was actu- contributed carrying the ball 13 the'playoffs with their families. clinching the wi$ for 'he Chiefs. 
ally two words he said, " O.K., in times for 60 yards. Smith said, If Buffalo wins this Sunday, they The Chiefs play Buffalo Sun- 
two words, one position." "The way we played today, there will become the first team in NFL day in the AFC Championship 
Watters told 49ers head coach was no possible way we could history toplay in fourconsecutive game. Kickoff is at 11:30 a.m. 
George Seifert he felt he was in a have beat San francisco." Superbowls. Right now they're Last week, I was 3-1 on my 
zone. Watters zone was the end The Cowboys play the 49ers just the only team in NFL history predictions. My predictions this 
zone. Watters carried the ball 24 Sunday for the NFC Champion- to lose three consecutive week: Dallas 3 1, San Francisco 
times for 154 yards, 46 yards ship and a trip to the Superbowl. Superbowls. 28 ,  and Bufflalo 28, Kansas City 
recieving. Mark Logan scored Kickoff is at 3:00 p.m. Finally, Joe Montana and the 24. 
thesixthtouchdown from one yard Wait! There's more in the AFC! Kansas City Chiefs hold on to win My prediction for the 
out. The temperature was some- as they upset the Houston Oilers Super Bowl still stands: the Dal- 
In the other NFC game, the 'where around zero to minus 32 28-20. las Cowboys will face the Buffalo 
Green Bay Packers went home to degrees below with wind chill as Joe Montana was producing Bills in the Georgia Dome. 
based Army ROTC Scholar- 
ship. 1,000's of scholarshi.ps 
are awarded every year to 
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Frankly, school's tough enough without adding to the load. 
Which is why the campus meal plan makes so much sense. 
We do all the work. And you get to enjoy great tasting, 
wholesome meals prepared fresh daily. 
There are a number of flexible meal plans to choose from, 
designed for off campus as well as resident students. So 
sign up soon. Because it's silly to do any more homework 
than you have to. 
14 Meal Plan r r  week *ALL PRICES 
INCLUDE 10 Meal Plan per week 
Q: 
Where is it writ- 
ten that this paper 
has the right to 
challenge public 
officials, adminis- 
trators or anyone 
else? 
1 SALES TAX* 5 Meal Plan ,eR 
For more information about the plans call Marriott Dining Services at 205-782-7242. 
A: 
Right here. 
BILL OF ~ 1 p - t ~  
Amendment I 
C o n p s  sliali make no ihw re- 
specting an esta6fishment of 
re figion, or prohi6iting the fiee 
exercise thereof;. or a6ridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; 
or the n>ht of the peopfe peace- 
a64  to assedfe, and to petition 
the government for a redress of 
grievances. 
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Most of the time, it takes money. And that means starting to plan now so that you can reach your 
goals in the future. That's why you should invest in U.S. Savings Bonds. With just a little money from 
each paycheck, you can buy Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan at work. Find out how U.S. 
Savings Bonds are making American dreams a reality. Ask your employer or call 1 800 4 US BOND for 
more information. 
US. Savings Bonds 
Making American Dreams A Reality ..-, 
A public servkce of this newspaper 
